
 
 

Amendment to Education Law to Provide Guidance to Higher Education Institutions  
About the Use of Criminal Records in the Admissions Process 

 
Proposed Amendment 
 
Amend Education Law § 2 (Definitions) by adding subsection 25 as follows: 
 
25.  Act adversely upon.  The term “act adversely upon” means to deny admission, suspend, expel, or 
attach a condition to admission or matriculation based upon a person’s past criminal conviction. 
 
Amend Education Law by creating §§ 209-b and 209-c as follows: 
 
§ 209-b.College admission for people convicted of crimes or offenses: policy statement and protections 
for colleges that do not ask about or consider prior criminal history.  
 
1.  College education plays a critical role in developing good citizenship and creating economic and social 
opportunities.  Therefore, it is the public policy of this State to encourage the admission to college of 
persons previously convicted of one or more criminal offenses and to discourage limiting access to 
college based upon a criminal history record.  
 
2.  Notwithstanding any other provision of law to the contrary, no person who has been previously 
convicted of any crimes or offenses shall be denied admission to any college or otherwise acted 
adversely upon based solely on such conviction or convictions. 
 
3.  Presumption of no negligence. In any civil action alleging that a college has been negligent in 
admitting a person who has been previously convicted of any crimes or offenses, such institution is 
presumed not to have acted negligently for failing to ask about or consider the person’s previous 
convictions in making its admission decision. 
 
4.  The presumption of no negligence provided for in subdivision three of this section shall also apply to 
any college that does consider an applicant’s criminal history, provided that the purpose of considering 
such criminal history is to determine whether such applicant may be included in a program expressly 
designed to include and provide support services for individuals with criminal history records who are 
pursuing a college education. 
 
§ 209-c.College admission for individuals convicted of crimes or offenses: procedure for colleges that ask 
about or consider prior criminal history. Colleges that elect to ask about or consider prior criminal 
history of college applicants shall not qualify for the presumption of no negligence set forth in 
subdivision one of section § 209-b of this part.  In making such an inquiry, colleges shall comply with the 
following procedures: 
 
1.  Timing of inquiry into past criminal history.  Colleges may not include questions about an individual’s 
criminal history on the application.  Inquiry into and consideration of a college applicant’s criminal 



conviction history may be made only after the applicant has been extended a conditional offer of 
admission.   
 
2.  Scope of inquiry into past criminal history. 
a.  Upon a conditional offer of admission, colleges may ask applicants to disclose only those past criminal 
convictions: (i) that are for felony level offenses; (ii) that occurred within the five year period prior to the 
submission of the application for admission; and (iii) that are for offenses committed after the 
applicant’s nineteenth birthday.     
b.  To comply with paragraph (a) of this subdivision, colleges shall ask the following question or one 
substantially similar to it: 

 
Have you been convicted of a felony within the past five years for an offense that 
occurred after you nineteenth birthday?   
[Note that you are required to answer “no” to this question if the felony conviction has 
been expunged, sealed, conditionally sealed, annulled, pardoned, destroyed, erased, 
impounded, vacated, adjudicated as a youthful offender or juvenile delinquent, or 
otherwise ordered by a court or been deemed by law to be kept confidential.] 

 
3.  Standard to be applied and factors to be considered concerning an individual’s previous criminal 
conviction or convictions. 
a.  No application for admission to college shall be denied or acted upon adversely by reason of the 
individual’s having previously been convicted of one or more criminal offenses unless it is determined 
that matriculating as a student will create a high probability that the individual will engage in future 
criminal activity, thereby creating an unreasonably risk to property or the safety or welfare of specific 
individuals. 
b.  In making a determination pursuant to paragraph (a) of this subdivision, the college shall consider the 
following factors: 
(i)  The public policy of this State, as set forth in paragraph (1) of section 209-b of this part, to 
encourage the admission to college of person’s previously convicted of one or more criminal 
offenses.   
(ii)  The college’s legitimate interest in protecting the property, safety, and welfare of the college 
community. 
(iii) The nature of the particular criminal conviction and whether or not it bears a direct 
relationship to the person’s status as a student. 
(iv) Any information produced by the person or produced on his or her behalf in regard to his or 
her rehabilitation and good conduct.   
(v)  Any Certificate of Relief from Disabilities or Certificate of Good Conduct issued to the 
applicant, which certificate shall create a presumption of rehabilitation.   
 
4.  Information to be provided to applicant.  At least thirty (30) days prior to making a final 
unconditional offer of admission, withdrawing a conditional offer, or acting adversely upon an 
individual’s application by reason of the individual’s having been previously convicted of one or 
more criminal offenses, the college shall provide a copy of any information that it has acquired 
concerning the applicant’s prior criminal history, including a copy of any criminal background 
check conducted by a consumer reporting agency or any other entity, so that the applicant has 
the opportunity to address any concerns the college may have and an opportunity to identify 
and if possible correct errors in the documentation. 
 



5.  Notice of decision and right to appeal.   
a.  The college shall inform the applicant of the admission decision.  In the event that a 
conditional offer of admission is withdrawn, or an adverse action is taken against an admitted 
student because of the student’s criminal conviction or convictions, the college shall provide the 
individual a written explanation for the decision as well as a copy of this section of the education 
law.   
b.  The individual shall be given written notice of the right to appeal this decision according to an 
administrative procedure established by the college as well as a written copy of the college’s 
administrative appeal procedure. 
 
Reason for Amendment 
 
Over the past decade colleges and universities across the United States have increasingly included 
criminal history screening in their admissions process and have started to create exclusionary policies. 
Such policies are being implemented despite the fact that there is virtually no evidence to suggest that 
past criminal histories of students are relevant risk factors that affect the rate of crime on campuses. In 
fact, one of the few studies to address this issue found that there is no statistically significant difference 
in the rate of campus crime between institutions of higher education that explore undergraduate 
applicants’ disciplinary background and those that do not. So, for instance, although similar in size and 
purpose, the admissions policies at SUNY and CUNY schools present an interesting contrast. SUNY 
imposes restrictive admissions policies for applicants with criminal justice involvement, while CUNY has 
long refrained from doing so. Despite SUNY’s more restrictive practices, there is nothing to indicate that 
the rate at which students offend on SUNY campuses is any less than on CUNY campuses. 
 
Furthermore, while higher education remains one of the least explored strategies for improving 
outcomes for people with criminal convictions, a growing body of research suggests that post-secondary 
education is the most successful and cost-effective method of preventing crime, reducing recidivism, 
and reducing poverty. Participation in higher education reduces re-incarceration, increases public safety, 
yields taxpayer savings, and produces positive impacts on family members. Public institutions of higher 
education have an important role to play in providing equal access to higher education, promoting 
citizenship, preventing marginalization, and increasing public safety. It is a matter of sound public policy 
for college admissions practices to be consistent with other policy initiatives that promote productive 
and successful reentry and reintegration back into society. 
 
The proposed legislation seeks to address the concerns of college administrations that failing to check 
an individual’s criminal record could make the university liable for admitting an individual with a record 
by creating a presumption that schools that do not check criminal records would not be held liable as a 
result. It also imposes restrictions on schools that do ask about and consider criminal records in 
admissions decisions. These schools will no longer be able to ask about less serious convictions, such as 
misdemeanors or violations, youthful offender adjudications or arrests that did not result in a 
conviction. They will not be able to ask about crimes that occurred before the individual turned 18. And 
they will only be able to ask about felony convictions that occurred in the preceding five years, The 5-
year recommendation is based on research showing that with time, a person with a criminal record is no 
more likely to commit a crime than a person without a criminal record. (According to one study, by 
Blumstein & Nakamura from 2009, the amount of time for 20-year-olds with a criminal record to be 
statistically indistinguishable from those without a criminal record was 4 ½ years from the time of 
arrest.) 


